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M. J. Fisher¤University of Southampton,Southampton, England SO17 1BJ, United KingdomI N a recent paper, Tam and Auriault1 describe a semi-empiricaltheory for the prediction of the spectrum, intensity, and direc-tivity of the  ne-scale turbulencenoise from jet mixing layers. Theturbulenceinformation is suppliedby a k ¡ e turbulencemodel. Theauthors conclude that “By comparisonwith experimentalmeasure-ments over a wide range of jet velocity and temperature ratios, it isfound that the theory can provide very accurate noise predictions.”An examination of those comparisons reveals that only Fig. 6dealswith a hot jet case. The combinationof a Mach number of 2.0and a stagnation temperature ratio of 1.8, however, yields a fullyexpanded jet temperature precisely equal to ambient temperature;the signi cance of this observationwill become apparent next.The extensiveandsystematicdatabasefromTanna et al.2 includeshot subsonic jets; it was apparently considered for comparison but“Only the jet data at supersonic Mach numbers are considered ofgood quality to be included for comparison.”One can only presume that this apparent lack of quality resultsfrom the observation that at subsonic jet Mach numbers the mea-sured noise level, for a given jet velocity, increaseswith jet temper-ature instead of decreasing, as appears to be universally predictedby the current model.However, the fact that subsonicjetmixingnoise increaseswith jetexit temperature is well known and has been extensively describedin the literature. An early report is contained in Ref. 3, where theauthors went to considerable lengths to demonstrate that the effectwas indeed a genuine feature of the jet mixing process and notassociated with combustion or other noise production upstream ofthe jet nozzle. The  rst de nitive attempt to model this componentof mixing noise appears to be that from Morfey.4 In brief, afterrewriting Lighthill’s acoustic analogy in the form1c20 @2 p@t 2 ¡ r 2 p = @2 q uiu j@xi@x j ¡ @2@t2 ( q ¡ pc20 )he argued that the second term on the right-hand side constitutedan additional source, which would be zero only when the densityin the source region was identical to that of the ambient  uid. Oth-
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erwise an additional dipole source, which in heated air jets scalesas U 6( D T / Ts )2, where Ts is the temperature in the source region,must be considered in addition to the traditional quadrupole source,which scales as the eighthpower of the jet exit velocityU . It followsthat at lower velocities the dipole source will become progressivelymore apparent, reducing the velocity dependencefrom U 8 to U 6 .In a subsequent paper, Tester and Morfey5 tested this modelagainst an extensive database with convincing results. Perhaps ofmore importance in the current contextwas the consistencydemon-stratedbetween theLockheeddata2 and that from the (then)NationalGas TurbineEstablishmentand Instituteof Sound andVibrationRe-search facilities in the United Kingdom and the Socie´te´ Nationaled’Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d’Aviation in France.The following is respectfully submitted:1) The data of Ref. 2 should not be rejectedon the basis of quality.They are consistentwith quality data from other sources.2) The model proposed in Ref. 1 includes only the quadrupoleterm in the preceding equation. It is suited, therefore, only to theprediction of noise from unheated jets or to jets of suf ciently highvelocity that the dipole term is negligible. The single heated jetspectral comparison (Fig. 6) happens to correspond to a case wherethe fully expanded jet temperature, and hence density, is preciselyequal to the ambient value.3)Although it is an achievement to predict cold and isothermaljets to the accuracy demonstrated, the model will fail to predict jetmixing noise for subsonicexit velocitiesat practical jet temperatureratios.Recent references to temperature effects on jet noise productionmay also be found in Refs. 6 and 7 in the context of coaxial jet noiseprediction. References1Tam, C. K. W., and Auriault, L., “Jet Mixing Noise from Fine-ScaleTurbulence,”AIAA Journal, Vol. 37, No. 2, 1999, pp. 145–153.2Tanna, H. K., Dean, P. D., and Burrin, R. H., “TheGeneration and Radia-tionof SupersonicJet Noise, Vol. 3:TurbulentMixingNoiseData,” Air ForceAero Propulsion Lab., AFAPL-TR 76-75, Wright–Patterson AFB, Dayton,OH, Sept. 1976.3Hoch, R. J., Duponchel, J. P., Cocking,B. J., and Bryce, W. D., “Studiesof the In uence of Density on Jet Noise,” Journal of Sound and Vibration,Vol. 28, No. 4, 1973, pp. 649–668.4Morfey,C. L., “Ampli cation ofAerodynamicNoise byConvectedFlowInhomogeneities,” Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 31, No. 4, 1973, pp.391–398.5Tester, B. J., and Morfey, C. L., “Developments in Jet Noise Modelling.Theoretical Predictions and Comparison with Measured Data,” Journal ofSound and Vibration, Vol. 46, No. 1, 1976, pp. 79–103.6Fisher, M. J., Preston, G. A., and Bryce, W. D., “A Modelling of Noisefrom Simple Coaxial Jets, Part I: With Unheated Primary Flow,” Journal ofSound and Vibration, Vol. 209, No. 3, 1998, pp. 385–403; also AIAA Paper93-4413,May 1993.7Fisher, M. J., Preston, G. A., and Mead, C. J., “A Modelling of Noisefrom Simple Coaxial Jets, Part II: With Heated Primary Flow,” Journal ofSound and Vibration, Vol. 209, No. 3, 1998, pp. 405–417; also AIAA Paper96-1666,May 1996. M. SamimyAssociate EditorReply by the Authors to M. J. Fisher
Christopher K. W. Tam¤ and Laurent Auriault†Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306-4510P ROFESSOR Fisher’s comments on our paper1 center on theeffect of temperature on jet noise. He points out that in the
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